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What is BILT?
At its heart, BILT is a consumer experience company. 
We partner with manufacturers who want to delight 
their customers with an exceptional user experience. 

BILT is a mobile app that directly connects 
manufacturers to consumers in away that has never 
been done before. 

Our goal is to revolutionize the consumer experience 
from the moment of first interaction: assembly, 
installation, set up, and programming through the life 
of the product: maintenance, repair, and warranty. 

We help reduce customer service costs, assembly 
errors and product returns while increasing customer 
confidence, loyalty, and upselling opportunities. 

https://biltapp.com
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Why BILT?
The problem: 
Before a product can be  used,       
it must be put together.  
 
Often, the setup experience is:   

     
 

Paper instructions may be poorly 
written or badly translated.   
 
The more consumers purchase 
products online, the greater the need 
for setup at home. At the same time, 
products are becoming more complex.  
 
When a consumer’s first experience 
with a product is exasperating, the 
initial impulse is to return it—which 
may also be a complex process—for 
consumers, retailers, and brands. 

The facts: 
Consumers are most likely to talk 
about products within 12 hours of 
opening the box. 
 
Nearly 95% of shoppers read online 
reviews before making a purchase.  
  
Negative setup experiences lead 
to: angry consumers, poor ratings, 
negative reviews, and low Net 
Promoter Scores® (NPS).

Frustrating

Confusing

Time consuming

Complicated

The solution:
3D interactive instructions

Users feel empowered and excited by the 
assembly experience —right when they’re 
most likely to talk about the product to 
their associates and on social media.

BILT increases NPS up to 30%

https://biltapp.com
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How it works:
1     Search for a product, select & get  
       instructions

2    Review the details;  see how many 
       people, how much time & how             
       many steps are required

3    Follow simple 3D interactive audio, 
       visual & written instructions

 

Bonus features:

 Play & pause the voice-guided  
 cues at your own pace

 Interact with 3D images:             
    Drag to rotate 360º                     
    Pinch to zoom in/out                    
    Tap for more information

 Save your receipt & warranty 

 Rate & review the product

 Register with the manufacturer

 Go Green with BILT

1 2

3

®

Behind the scenes: 
Using specialized software and the 
manufacturer’s CAD, the instruction 
experts at BILT transform paper 
instructions into a 3D interactive 
experience.  
 
It is free to users (even professional 
installers and repair technicians) on 
iOS and Android. Manufacturers pay a 
nominal subscription fee.       

Best of all, manufacturers retain control of 
their content; updates to instructions are 
quick and painless.    

Unlike paper instructions (which are often 
obsolete by the time they are printed) BILT 
updates can made in real time, eliminating 
the expense and hassle of reprinting and 
repackaging.  

https://biltapp.com
https://youtu.be/LIYJZPkOntE 
https://youtu.be/LIYJZPkOntE 
https://youtu.be/YpX4-A5klvE
https://youtu.be/YpX4-A5klvE
https://youtu.be/YpX4-A5klvE
https://youtu.be/YpX4-A5klvE
https://youtu.be/TPEP57vfqVM 
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What BILT can do for you MILLIONS
OF USERS

38 10 100S
of 
BRANDS

REDUCE RETURNS & SUPPORT CALLS

Product review volume
88% of consumers trust reviews as much 
                  as personal recommendations

“GREAT”

“RAD”

“AWESOME”

“SUPERB”

“USEFUL”

“COOL”

“EASY”

“WOW”

“SUPER”

“EFFICIENT”“GOOD”

“NICE”

INCREASE REVIEWS QUALITY & QUANTITY

INCREASE TOP-LINE REVENUE BY 3%—7%
4.7 out of 5 stars

5 stars

4 stars

3 stars

2 stars

1 stars

25%

https://biltapp.com
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TRAINING · ASSEMBLY · INSTALLATION · MAINTENANCE · REPAIR
BILT provides cloud-hosted 3D interactive mobile instructions to improve training and maintenance safety and efficiency.

BILT helps users increase speed and reduce cost and error by eliminating paper manuals and instructional videos. Hundreds of 3D   
interactive instruction sets can be downloaded to a single mobile device and accessed without WiFi, saving space, weight, and fuel.

BILT gathers data analytics on user performance. Insights from these metrics allow BILT instruction designers to continuously improve instructions 
in near real time.

BILT provides a portal for program managers and frontline leaders to evaluate training progress and competency with quantifiable data and 
feedback from users.

BILT is available both on and off the grid.

FOBFORWARD STAGINGCONUS
BILT enables 
warfighters 
to complete 
the mission

· correctly
· quickly 
· safely

https://biltapp.com
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Who loves BILT?

 
The judges 
BILT took home the first-ever award for the Best of IBS Most Innovative Construction Tool 
at the International Builders Show in 2020. For the second year in a row, BILT ranked in Inc. 
magazine’s list of the fastest growing private companies. Tech in Motion granted BILT the 
2020 Timmy Award for The Best Tech Startup in Dallas.

      

The manufacturers 
Our brand partners are dedicated to providing a wildly better assembly, installation, 
maintenance, repair, or training experience. They care about saving their customers’ time 
and energy. They desire to build long-term relationships with their consumers. 

The users 
Most importantly, the consumers who assemble with BILT are wowed by what they can 
accomplish. They appreciate manufacturers who provide not only great products, but a 
superior setup and maintenance experience. They become raving fans of the brands and 
loyal product promoters.

DOWNLOAD THE APP

https://biltapp.com
https://youtu.be/xOrvwRpfRbc 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/bilt/id879452214?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bilt.mobile
http://www.mediapost.com/appyawards/winners/?event=2015
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Thank you
For more information contact 
 

Juliette Qureshi 
Senior Director, Public Relations &  
Corporate Communications

juliette@biltcorp.com
+1 703.554.3020 (m) 
biltapp.com

https://biltapp.com
https://biltapp.com
mailto:juliette%40biltcorp.com?subject=I%20Heard%20about%20BILT

